Matchday 26 Serie A TIM 2019-20
8 - 9 Mars 2020

PARMA

vs

SPAL

SPAL have won 100% of their Serie A TIM matches against Parma (3/3): their best winning
record against any team they’ve faced more than twice in the top-flight.
Parma have won 10 of their 24 league matches in Serie A TIM this season; their most at this
stage of a campaign since 2003/04, when they finished in 5th place.
Andrea Petagna has netted 53% of SPAL’s goals in Serie A TIM this season (10/19); the highest
ratio by a player for his team in the Top-5 European Leagues in 2019-20.

MILAN

vs

GENOA

AC Milan are unbeaten in their last six Serie A TIM meetings against Genoa (four clean sheets
in the process), after losing four of the previous five beforehand (W1).
In 2020 alone, Genoa have won the percentage of their total points this season (11/22); whilst
AC Milan can boast the third highest such ratio since the turn of the year with 41.7% (15/36).
AC Milan striker Ante Rebic has scored in his last three Serie A TIM games; the last Croatian
player to find the net in four successive league matches was Igor Budan for Parma in
November 2006.

SAMPDORIA

vs

HELLAS VERONA

Hellas Verona won this season’s reverse fixture against Sampdoria – they have never
previously won both season meetings with the Blucerchiati in Serie A TIM.
Among goalkeepers with 3+ games in Serie A TIM this season, Marco Silvestri has the best
save percentage from shots inside the box (74%); indeed, Hellas Verona have conceded the
fewest goals from inside the box (16).
Sampdoria striker Fabio Quagliarella’s next Serie A TIM appearance will see him overtake
Daniele De Rossi, Sergio Pellissier and José Altafini (all 459), putting him in 27th place in the
all-time appearances list in the competition.

.

UDINESE

vs

FIORENTINA

Udinese’s last Serie A TIM victory against Fiorentina dates back to April 2016; since then, two
draws and five defeats, including the reverse fixture earlier this season.
Fiorentina won their last Serie A TIM away match against Sampdoria and could win
consecutive league games on the road for the first time since April 2018 (3).
Among the players to have scored 100% of their Serie A TIM goals this season in the first half,
only Alejandro Gómez (six) has scored more than Udinese’s Stefano Okaka (five).

JUVENTUS

vs

INTER

Juventus have lost only one of their last 14 Serie A TIM matches against Inter - 1-2 in
September 2016 (W8 D5).
Juventus’ Cristiano Ronaldo could become the first player to score in 12 consecutive Serie A
TIM appearances in a single season – moreover, the Portuguese striker has never previously
netted in 12 league matches in a row in his career.
Inter Romelu Lukaku failed to score in his last Serie A TIM match on the road, while he’s never
previously failed to score in consecutive away games in the competition. The Belgian striker
has scored the most goals (12) on the road this season in the Top-5 European Leagues.

SASSUOLO

vs

BRESCIA

Sassuolo won their first meeting with Brescia in Serie A TIM - only against Atalanta and Carpi
have the Neroverdi have won both of their first two games against an opponent in the
competition.
Domenico Berardi could make his 250th appearance for Sassuolo in all competitions in this
game. The Italian striker could also reach 10 goals in a single Serie A TIM season for the first
time since 2014/15 (currently on nine).
Prior to Jhon Chancellor doing so this season, the last Brescia defenders to have scored at least
three goals in a single Serie A TIM campaign were Marius Stankevicius and Pierre Wome in
2004/05.

